
NAGA Java Reserve
Naga are, according to Hindu beliefs, mythical creatures that inhabit the underworld where they
guard the treasures of the earth. The figures are illustrated as a combination of a snake and a
dragon, a symbol of abundance and fertility, and follow the underground to steal the best
batches of rum.

Before sugar cane was ever planted in the Caribbean, the people of South Asia were drinking
Arrack. In the late 15th century, merchants reaching the island of Java discovered that planters
had developed a recipe for fermenting Asian sugarcane using yeast derived from red rice.

Java Reserve is distilled on the island of Java in a traditional Asian alembic called Tiangous. This
method of making rum from molasses dates back to the Middle Ages. Like Chinese Baijiu and
Japanese sake, the rum is fermented from molasses and fermented Javanese red rice. It is then
aged for 3 years in calabash wood barrels, followed by 4 years in American Bourbon oak barrels.
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NAGA Pearl of Jakarta
Naga are, according to Hindu beliefs, mythical creatures that inhabit the underworld where they
guard the treasures of the earth. The figures are illustrated as a combination of a snake and a
dragon, a symbol of abundance and fertility, and follow the underground to steal the best
batches of rum.

Before sugar cane was ever planted in the Caribbean, the people of South Asia were drinking
Arrack. In the late 15th century, merchants reaching the island of Java discovered that planters
had developed a recipe for fermenting Asian sugarcane using yeast derived from red rice.

Naga Pearl of Jakarta Indonesian rum is aged in three different types of barrels. First of all, it
spends 3 years in calabash wood barrels, which are responsible for the spicy finish. This is
followed by 4 years in American oak Bourbon barrels, giving it notes of vanilla and roasted
almonds. Finally, it is placed in cherry wood barrels for 1 year to bring out the honey and cherry
flavors.
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NAGA 10 YO Siam Edition
Naga are, according to Hindu beliefs, mythical creatures that inhabit the underworld where they
guard the treasures of the earth. The figures are illustrated as a combination of a snake and a
dragon, a symbol of abundance and fertility, and follow the underground to steal the best
batches of rum.

Before sugar cane was ever planted in the Caribbean, the people of South Asia were drinking
Arrack. In the late 15th century, merchants reaching the island of Java discovered that planters
had developed a recipe for fermenting Asian sugarcane using yeast derived from red rice.

The molasses, which comes from Thai sugarcane, is fermented for 36 hours before distillation in
a distillation column. This resulting rum contains 67% alcohol, and then goes into bourbon
barrels made of American oak for 10 years. During maturation, rum losses are replenished only
with the same rum, and the maturation process itself takes place on a plain below sea level to
keep evaporation to a minimum and the process stable.
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NAGA Anggur Edition
Naga are, according to Hindu beliefs, mythical creatures that inhabit the underworld where they
guard the treasures of the earth. The figures are illustrated as a combination of a snake and a
dragon, a symbol of abundance and fertility, and follow the underground to steal the best
batches of rum.

Before sugar cane was ever planted in the Caribbean, the people of South Asia were drinking
Arrack. In the late 15th century, merchants reaching the island of Java discovered that planters
had developed a recipe for fermenting Asian sugarcane using yeast derived from red rice.

Anggur means wine grape in Indonesian. To create this rum finish, we filled 220-liter French oak
Seguin Moreau barrels, which contained Château Pas de l'Âne 2019 Saint-Emilion Grand Cru
vinified by Nicolas Baptiste for 18 months, with Naga Java Reserve rum at 65% strength. Six
weeks later, we released the rum and filtered it. This is an unprecedented combination of Asian
spirits-making culture with a European complement and fizz.
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NAGA Full Proof
Naga are, according to Hindu beliefs, mythical creatures that inhabit the underworld where they
guard the treasures of the earth. The figures are illustrated as a combination of a snake and a
dragon, a symbol of abundance and fertility, and follow the underground to steal the best
batches of rum.

Expertly crafted at an esteemed Indonesian distillery and aged to perfection for 11 years, this
remarkable Full Proof rum offers impeccable balance and depth, making it an ideal choice for
connoisseurs and adventurous rum enthusiasts alike. Taste the captivating charm of this tropical
treasure and experience the refined character that has gained acclaim for its well-integrated
alcohol and deep aromatic profile. Begin your own flavor exploration with Full Proof Indonesian
rum, consistently praised for its pleasant warmth and longevity in the mouth. Limited to only
2752 bottles.
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NAGA Shani
Naga are, according to Hindu beliefs, mythical creatures that inhabit the underworld where they
guard the treasures of the earth. The figures are illustrated as a combination of a snake and a
dragon, a symbol of abundance and fertility, and follow the underground to steal the best
batches of rum.

Before sugar cane was ever planted in the Caribbean, the people of South Asia were drinking
Arrack. In the late 15th century, merchants reaching the island of Java discovered that planters
had developed a recipe for fermenting Asian sugarcane using yeast derived from red rice.

Naga Shani rum is made from fermented and then distilled molasses. It is matured for 10 years
in oak barrels in the heart of the Kingdom of Siam, and then aged for 15 months in Pedro
Ximénez sherry barrels.
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NAGA Malacca
Naga are, according to Hindu beliefs, mythical creatures that inhabit the underworld where they
guard the treasures of the earth. The figures are illustrated as a combination of a snake and a
dragon, a symbol of abundance and fertility, and follow the underground to steal the best
batches of rum.

Before sugar cane was ever planted in the Caribbean, the people of South Asia were drinking
Arrack. In the late 15th century, merchants reaching the island of Java discovered that planters
had developed a recipe for fermenting Asian sugarcane using yeast derived from red rice.

Indonesia is the world's largest producer of spices. So in creating Naga's spiced rum, it was
obvious to name it Malacca after the port in Malaysia from which ships loaded with Asian fruits
and spices depart for Europe. Kumquat peel, Indonesian jambu (Java apple) pulp, citronella and
coriander are used to give the Indonesian rum citrus flavors and freshness in the finish.
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